
Week 2.1 Linearity
Rod Hughes

Determining the linearity of your camera is an important step in performing quality photometry 
whether you have an ABG camera or a NABG CCD or a cMOS camera. So, the first task this week 
is to determine your linearity limits.

1a. Is your camera NABG or ABG?

Rod: My QSI683 CCD camera is ABG (auto-blooming gate)

 What are your linearity limits? For example, My Atik4000 is an ABG camera and becomes 
non-linear around 50K ADU. My NABG Moravian 1600 becomes non-linear around 
55KADU. Now measure the linearity of your camera and share your finding with us.

Rod: This is my first attempt at performing linearity tests on the QSI683 CCD camera, bin 1x1, 
temperature 0°C. The camera was mounted on OTA and a Luminance filter was used. Saturation 
was determined by a 30-second exposure and adjusting Artesky flat panel illumination. First 
measurements made at 0.1 seconds and then at 1-second intervals. This was  performed at night in a
darkened observatory. 

PixInsight was used to find the mean and standard deviation 16-bit ADU values for center 100 by 
100 pixels. Data was entered into a spreadsheet for analysis. Notice how Std Dev rapidly falls off 
when approaching saturation. Some linear interpolation was required to determin 1% linearity from 
12,300 to 62,500 ADU. Would like to repeat measurements with out OTA and filter. Not sure why 
there was weird change in mean value around 20-seconds. This needs to be investigated.

First time process is always interesting because it is a learning/discovery process. Considerable 
effort was spent on the analysis. However, future analysis should be much faster.
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Measurements were also acquired with camera set to 2x2 binning which is a better match for my 
skies and telescope.

Need more sample points. It would be interesting to perform several sets of measurements to 
determine an average. Now that I have learned the process it shouldn’t be too difficult. Look at the 
data from 14-seconds to 35 seconds. Looks like ABG is working hard to prevent saturation until it 
finally gives up at 33-seconds.

1b. Or what are your linearity limits of your CMOS camera? My little ASI183MM goes to 
60K ADU.

Rod: Made some measurement on a ZWO ASI2600MM CMOS camera. The camera was suspended
7” above the flat panel. Measurements were made in a very dark room for 1x1 and 2x2 binning.
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Also made some measurements on an ASI2600MC OSC CMOS camera.

Note how the Green channel saturates before the Red and Blue, having the lowest sensitivity, is last 
to saturate. Anyway, I thought it would be interesting to measure linearity on a OSC camera.

My strategy. I figure that with a ABG CCD I will start to go non-linear some where between 40k 
ADU and 55KADU. I also understand that CCD cameras have a non-linear range with very short 
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exposures. So, depending on your light source see what you get with something like a 0.5 second 
exposure (or shorter if necessary). If the ADU count is low (100 ADU, for example), then begin 
doubling the exposure: 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, while watching the ADU count for each image. Once you get ,
say 35K ADU, you stop doubling: 9, 10, 11 or 10, 12, 14 depending on how fast you are increasing 
n ADU count. Again, watching the ADU count. When you get to 45K then pick something even 
finer, 1 second, 0,.5 second or whatever, again depending on the increase in ADU with each shot. 

The strategy is to closely sample the ADU count as you move toward non-linearity. My suggestions 
above and only suggestions, it is the increase in ADU count of your sensor that is important.

Now the trick. Put your data into a spread sheet: two columns integration time and ADU count. 
Have a look at the plot with X being integration time and y being ADU count. You should see a 
fairly straight line until the line begins to bend. That is the point of non-linearity. So how to you 
really examine it?

Rod: I determined the non-linearity points by comparing measured results to values from a linear 
equation. The difference between measure value and linear value represents the degree of linearity. 
The dots on each chart represents measured data. The linear (straight) line on each chart is a graph 
of the linear equation. Also plotted is the linearity curve. I chose this approach to remove any 
subjectivity on what I thought to be linear verses a linear equation.

Fit a least-squares regression line only on those data that appear strictly linear. (up to 30K is 
probably safe, play around). Fit a line to those data, then extend the line upward. You should clearly
see the break in the point that bend away from the straight line. An example by Simon Dawes at 
https://britastro.org/node/22497 is an excellent example of a linearity curve with the line-fit based 
only on the strictly linear data is attached.

Ed

https://britastro.org/node/22497

